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It is well known that the Virasoro algebra acts on the representations of an
infinite-dimensional Heisenberg algebra, called the Fock models. We calculate
Feynman path integrals on an coadjoint orbit of the infinite-dimensional Heisen-
berg group to give explicit formulae of actions of local one-parameters subgroups
generated by the Virasoro operators.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. Introduction
The Virasoro algebra is the one-dimensional central extension of the Lie
algebra consisting of smooth vector fields f (%)(dd%) on the unit circle,
where f is a C-valued function on the unit circle which has a finite Fourier
series. It has basis [dp]p # Z and }, where dp=ie
ip%(dd%). The commutation
relations are given by
[dp , dq]=( p&q) dp+q+ 112 ( p
3&p) $p+q, 0 },
(0.1)
[dp , }]=0.
Note that the second summand in (0.1), which corresponds to the 2-cocycle
on the Virasoro algebra, vanishes on the subalgebra isomorphic to sl2(C)
which is generated by d&1 , d0 , d1 . It is well known that the Virasoro
algebra acts on the representations of a Heisenberg system, called the Fock
models. Let us denote the action of dp on the representation by Lp . (For
the definition of the operators Lp , see, e.g., [3, 11].) Realizing the represen-
tations of the Heisenberg system on a space of functions, Frenkel and Kac
gave explicit formulae of the action of one-parameter subgroups exp tLp on
the Fock model for p=0, \1 in [3]. Goodman and Wallach constructed
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unitary projective representations of Diff(S 1) by exponentiating the
infinitesimal actions of the Virasoro algebra on the Fock models in [5].
On the other hand, Alekseev et al. showed in [1] that unitary represen-
tations of a compact Lie group can be obtained by path integrals. Follow-
ing them, we showed in [6] that unitary representations of the finite-
dimensional Heisenberg group, SL(2, R), and the affine transformation
group on R, which are constructed by KirillovKonstant theory, can be
obtained by Feynman path integrals on coadjoint orbits (see also [79]).
Among the polarizations which we took above, totally complex polariza-
tions are relevant. Namely, the cases in which the phase space is a Ka hler
manifold. In the present paper, we calculate Feynman path integrals on
an coadjoint orbit of an infinite-dimensional Heisenberg group, on the
analogy of the finite-dimensional case, to give explict formulae of actions of
local one parameter subgroups ``exp tLp'' for p=0, \1, \2, ... .
Let us explain the finite-dimensional case briefly (see [68] for details).
Let G be the finite-dimensional Heisenberg group given by
1 a c
G={g=\0 1 b+ ; a, b, c # C= ,0 0 1
and g the Lie algebra of G. We denote the subgroup of G consisting of
matrices whose entries are real by GR and its Lie algebra by gR . Let E, P
be subgroups of G given by
0 &iz2 0
E={exp \0 0 z2+ ; z # C= ,0 0 0
0 ib c
P={exp \0 0 b+ ; b, c # C= .0 0 0
Note that E can be identified with the vector space C by the corre-
spondence
0 &iz2 0
E % exp \0 0 z2+W z # C.0 0 0
Let us denote by 1 2(C), the Hilbert space of all square-integrable
holomorphic functions on C with respect to the Gaussian measure
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(_2?) e&_ |z|22 dz dz , where _>0 and dz dz denotes the canonical Lebesgue
measure on C&R2.
Then for an element g=exp \
0
0
0
a
0
0
c
b
0+ of GR , we define a unitary operator
U_ ( g) on 1 2(C) by
U_ ( g) F(z)=e_(&ic&(14) |`|
2+(12) ` z)F(z&`)
for F # 1 2(C), where `=b+ia. It is well known that U_ is an irreducible
unitary represenation of GR on 1
2(C).
Let *_ be a 3_3-matrix the (3, 1)th entry of which is equal to _ and the
others are 0. The matrix *_ can be regarded as a linear form on the Lie
algebra g of G by (*_ , X ) =tr(*_ X ) for X # g. Using the parameterization
of an element g # GR/G=EP given by
1 &iz2 &iz28 1 iz 2 r+i |z| 24+iz 28
g=\0 1 z2 +\0 1 z 2 + ,0 0 1 0 0 1
we define a 1-form :~ on GR and the Hamiltonian function H( g; Y ) for
Y # gR by
:~ =(*_ , g&1 dg) =_ \dr+i z dz &z dz4 + ,
H( g; Y )=(Ad*( g) *_ , Y )=(*_ , Ad( g)&1Y ).
We choose :=&(i_2) z dz which equals :~ modulo exact forms. Then the
path integral is, symbolically, given by
| D( f, f ) exp \i |
T
0
#*:&H( g; Y ) dt+ , (0.2)
where T is real, # denotes certain paths in the phase E, and #*: is the pull-
back of the 1-form :. We define the path integral (0.2) to be a limit of the
iterated integral on E&C with respect to the measure (i_4?) dz dz . Then
we can show that the path integral (0.2) gives the kernel function of the
unitary operator U_(exp tY ) for Y # gR .
We apply the above discussion to the infinite-dimensional Heisenberg
group (see Section 1 for the definition). In this case, the phase space, which
we also denote by E, is a subgroup consisting of smooth maps f of S 1 to
C with 2?0 f (%) d%=0 which has a holomorphic extension to the unit disk
[z # C; |z|<1]. However, in order to treat an integral, we have to enlarge
the phase space E to its dual E*, since it is known that E has a zero total
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measure. We formulate the path integrals as limits of iterated integrals on
E*. Then, by reducing each integral to one on some finite-dimensional
space, we calculate the path integrals to obtain integral operators etLp
(t # R; p=0, \1, \2, ...) acting on the algebra U generated by exponential
functions exp(c, } ) , where c # E* has a finite Fourier series. We shall see
that the operators etLp satisfy
esLpetLpu=e(s+t) Lpu,
d
dt}t=0 etLpu=Lp u
for s, t # R and u # U. However, if p<0, we need to restrict the parameter
t in etLp so that it satisfies |t |<1| p|, in order that the operator is well
defined.
Throughout the paper, we shall employ the following conventions:
(1) For any sequence [ak]k0 of complex numbers, the sum
qk=p ak vanishes whenever p>q.
(2) Let k be a nonnegative integer. Then for complex numbers a and
b{0,
(a+b)(a+2b) } } } (a+kb)=1 if k=0.
1. Heisenberg Group and Fock Space
Let VC be a complex topological vector space consisting of all C
-maps
f of S 1 to C such that 2?0 f (%) d%=0. We topologize VC by the family of
countably many norms | } |p ( p=0, 1, 2, ...) given by
| f | 2p= :
1k p
1
2? |
?
0
| f (k)(%)| 2 d%, (1.1)
where f (k) denotes the k th derivative of f.
Let S be a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinar form on VC given by
S( f1 , f2)=
1
4? |
2?
0
df1
d%
(%) f2(%) d%.
Let G be the group given by
[( f, *); f # VC , * # C
_],
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where the multiplication law is given by
( f1 , *1)( f2 , *2)=( f1+ f2 , *1 *2 eiS( f1 , f2))
for ( f1 , *1), ( f2 , *2) # G. The group G is called an infinite-dimensional
Heisenberg group [14].
We define an anti-involution * of G by ( f, *)*=(& f , * ), where &'s in
the right-hand side denote the complex conjugation of C. Then let GR be
the subgroup of G consisting of the fixed points by the conjugation
g [ ( g*)&1.
Let E and P be subgroups of G given by
E={( f, 1) # G; f = :n1 fn e
in%= ,
P={( f, *) # G; f = :n&1 fn e
in%= .
Clearly, any element of G uniquely factorizes into the product of elements
of E and P:
G=EP. (1.2)
We can regard E as a closed subspace of the topological vector space VC .
Henceforth, we also denote an element ( f, 1) of E, simply by f. Let Ealg be
a subgroup of E consisting of all elements f =n1 fnein% such that fn=0
for n sufficiently large. For f =n1 fn ein% # E, we regard the sequence
[ fn]n1 as holomorphic coordinates on E.
For  # Z, we define a holomorphic character ! of P by
! : P  C_, ( f, *) [ *.
Let L be the holomorphic line bundle over GP associated to the
holomorphic character ! of P. Then we can identify the space of all
holomorphic sections of L with
1(L)=[, : G ww
hol
C; ,(xp)=!( p)&1 ,(x) for all x # G, p # P].
Let \ be the representation of G on 1(L) induced from left translation.
If we denote the space of all holomorphic functions on E by 1(E ), then we
define the representation U of G on 1(E ) such that the diagram
1(L) ww 1(E )
\( g) U( g)
1(L) ww 1(E )
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commutes for all g # G, where the horizontal maps are the restrictions of
the functions on G to E. For g=( f, *) # G with f=n{0 fn ein%, we put
f\=\n1 fn ein%. Then the representation (U , 1(E )) is given by
(U( g) F )( f1)=*ei(S( f+ , f&)+2S( f&, f1))F( f1& f+) (1.3)
for g=( f, *) # G, f1 # E, and F # 1(E ).
Now we shall write down the repesentation dU of the Heisenberg
algebra g on 1(E ) induced from that of G. Note that g=VC C as vector
space and that g has a basis
[(ein%, 0) (n # Z"[0]), (0, 1)].
We set an=(ein%, 0) for nonzero integers n, and c=(0, 1). Then the com-
mutation relations are
[an , am]=&n $n+m, 0 c, [an , c]=0.
Now it follows easily from (1.3) that
dU(an)=&

fn
, dU(a&n)=nfn , dU(c)=I
for n1. We denote the operators dU(an) by a(n) for n # Z"[0], and set
a(0)=0.
Let V=C[ f1 , f2 , ...], the algebra of all polynomials generated by
infinitely many variables [ fn]n1 over C. It is called the (boson) Fock
space.
Now we shall introduce the Gaussian measure (see [4, 10, 12] for
details). We define an inner product on E by
( f | f $)=&2iS( f, f $)
= :
n1
nfn f $n
for f =n fn ein%, f $=n f $n ein% # E. Let H be the Hilbert space completion
of E with respect to the inner product ( } | } ).
If we denote the topological dual of E by E*, then
E/H/E*
is a Gelfand triple.
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Remark. It is known that E and E* are obtained as follows. Consider
an operator A=I&i(dd%) on H. Then, for p # Z, we define a family of
inner products ( } | } )p by
( f | g)p=(A pf | A pg),
for f, g # D(A p) (=the domain of A p). Here we set D(A p)=H for p<0.
Let E( p) denote the Hilbert space completion of D(A p) with respect to the
inner product ( } | } )p . Then we have
E= ,
p0
E( p), E*= .
p0
E(&p),
and the form ( } | } ) extends to a nonsingular sesquilinear pairing between E
and E*. Note that the family of the norms | } |p ( p=0, 1, 2, ...) given by
(1.1) restricted to E is equivalent to the family of the norms induced by the
inner products ( } | } )p ( p=0, 1, 2, ...). If f and ` # H, then ( f | `) is nothing
but the inner product on H. Each f # E can be regarded as a continuous
function on E* (see [4, 10, 12]).
We define a conjungation of E* by f =n1 fn ein% [ f -=n1 f n ein%.
For f # E, ` # E*, let us denote the bilinear pairing ( f | `-) between E and
E* by ( f, `). Then we have ( f -, ` -)=( f, `) . It is known that there
exists a unique measure + on E*, called the Gaussian measure, such that
the projection of + on the finite-dimensional subspace
E&={ f # E; f = :
1n&
fn ein%=
is equal to the measure
`
1n&
i
2?
n dfn df n e&n | fn |
2
,
which justifies using the notation
`
n1
i
2?
n dfn df n e&n | fn |
2
for the Gaussian measure, as well as d+( f ). Furthermore, we have
|
E*
exp( f, `) exp( g, ` -) d+(`)=exp( f, g)
for f, g # E.
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We define an inner product on V, using the Gaussian measure, by
(v | w)=|
E*
v( f ) w( f ) d+( f ).
Let H be the Hilbert space completion of V with respect to the inner
product ( } | } ). For f # E fixed, the function e( f, } ) on E* is called an
exponential function. We denote by U the algebra generated by the
exponential functions e( f, } ), where f # Ealg . Then U forms a dense subspace
of H. Note that the inner product ( } | } ) is the same one given in [5], which
can be checked immediately if we choose another holomorphic coordinate
system [xn]n1 , where xn's are determined by n1 (xn n) ein% # E*.
Remark. It is easy to check that (U , H) is a unitary representation of
GR , noting that (1.3) can be written as
(U( g) F )( f1)=*e(&12( f | f )+( f
-, f1)F( f1& f+)
for g=( f + f , *) # G with f # E, f1 # E*, and F # H.
Henceforth, we set =1 throughout the paper and denote !1 by ! for
brevity.
Finally, we shall give the Virasoro algebra and its representation on V.
Recall that the Virasoro algebra Vir is a central extension of the Lie
algebra VectC(S
1) consisting of smooth vector fields on S 1 of the form
f (%)(dd%), where f is a C-valued smooth function which has a finite
Fourier series. It has a basis
{ieip% dd% ( p # Z), }= ,
where } is the central element for the extension. We set dp=ieip%(dd%).
Then the commutation relations are given by
[dp , dq]=( p&q) dp+q+ 112 ( p
3&p) $p+q, 0 },
[dp , }]=0.
We define operators [Lp]p # Z acting on V, called Virasoro operators, by
Lp=&12 :
n # Z
b
ba(&n) a(n+ p)
b
b , (1.4)
where bb
b
b denotes the normal ordered product defined by
b
ba(n) a(m)
b
b={a(n) a(m)a(m) a(n)
if nm
if nm.
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Namely, they are given by
Lp=&12 :
p&1
n=1
a(n) a( p&n)& :
n1
a(&n) a(n+ p),
(1.5)
L&p=&12 :
p&1
n=1
a(&n) a(n& p)& :
n1
a(&n&p) a(n)
for p0. Then the following fact is well known (see, e.g., [11]).
Proposition 1.1. The Virasoro operators on V defined by (1.4) satisfy
[Lp , Lq]=( p&q) Lp+q+ 112 ( p
3& p) $p+q, 0 .
Namely, Vir acts on V by the correspondence
dp [ Lp , } [ I.
Using Proposition 1.1 which states that the representations of Vir can be
constructed through the representations of the Heisenberg algebra g, we
shall calculate the Feynman path integrals with certain Hamiltonian func-
tions to obtain the operators ``exp tLp'' (t # R, p # Z) which act on U in the
following section.
To conclude this section, we write down the action on U of each Lp
( p # Z). For an integer p0 and an element u # U of the form
u( f )=exp(c, f ) with c=n1 cn ein% # Ealg , we have
(Lp u)( f )=\&12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) cn cp&n+ :
n1
n(n+ p) cn+p fn+ u( f ),
(1.6)
(L&p u)( f )=\&12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) fn fp&n+ :
n1
n(n+ p) cn fn+ p+ u( f ).
2. Path Integrals
In this section, we calculate the path integrals to obtain explicit formulae
of local one-parameter subgroups generated by the Virasoro operators Lp
acting on U for p # Z. First we formulate the path integrals as limits of
iterated integrals on E*, but then we reduce each integral to one on a
finite-dimensional space, since our aim is to construct operators on U.
Note that the Lie algebra p of P is given by
p={( f, z) # g; f = :n&1 fn e
in%=
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and the Lie algebra homomorphism !4 of p induced from the character ! of
P is given by
!4 : p  C, ( f, z) [ z,
since we have set =1. We remark that the homomorphism !4 extends to
a linear form on g such that !4 vanishes on the complement of p and that
i!4 can be regarded as an element of the dual space of the Lie algebra of GR .
According to the factorization (1.2), let us write an element g=( f, *) # G
with f =n{0 fn ein%, as
g=( f+ , 1)( f& , *e&iS( f+, f&)), (2.1)
where f+=n1 fn e
in% and f&=n1 f n e&in%. Then we define a scalar
valued 1-form :~ on GR by
:~ g=(i!4 , g&1 dg)
for g # GR as in [68]. It is easy to see that the 1-form g
&1 dg is given by
g&1 dg=Ad(( f& , *e&iS( f+ , f&)))&1 (df+ , 0)
+(df& , *&1 d*&i dS( f+ , f&))
if we write g=( f, *) # GR as (2.1). Since the adjoint action of G on g is
given by
Ad(( f, *))(X, z)=(X, z+2iS( f, X )) (2.2)
for ( f, *) # G and (X, z) # g, we obtain
:~ g=&2S(df+ , f&)+i(*&1 d*&i dS( f+1 , f&)).
Since the second summand of :~ is an exact 1-form, we choose
:g=&2S(df+, f&)
=&i :
n1
nf n dfn .
Then the symplectic form | is given by
|=
1
2?
d:g=
i
2?
:
n1
n dfn 7 df n .
Let  be the unique element of 1(L1) such that (1)=1 and
(nx)=(x) for n # E, x # G. We define a function K( } , } ) on E_E by
K( f $, f )=(( f, 1)* ( f $, 1))=e&2iS( f $, f )
=exp :
n1
nf $n f n
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for f $=n1 f $n ein%, f=n1 fnein%. Then it follows immediately that
:g=&i log K( f, f ) (2.3)
for f # E and g=( f + f , *) # GR (cf. Proposition 3.3 in [8]), where 
denotes the holomorphic part of the exterior differentiation d. By (2.3), we
may write :g as :f with f # E. Note that |=|7 |7 } } } (infinitely
many)=>n1 (i2?) n dfn 7 df n divided by K( f, f ), i.e.,
`
n1
i
2?
n dfn df n K( f, f )&1= `
n1
i
2?
n dfn df n e&n | fn |
2
gives the Gaussian measure on E* introduced in Section 1 if we regard f
as an element of E*.
Corresponding to (1.5), we define Hamiltonian functions H( g; Lp) for
g # GR by
&iH( g; Lp)=&12 :
p&1
n=1
(Ad*( g) !4 , an)(Ad*( g) !4 , ap&n)
& :
n1
(Ad*( g) !4 , a&n)(Ad*( g) !4 , ap+n) ,
&iH( g; L&p)=&12 :
p&1
n=1
(Ad*( g) !4 , a&n)(Ad*( g) !4 , an& p)
& :
n1
(Ad*( g) !4 , a&p&n)(Ad*( g) !4 , an) ,
where p0 and we followed the convention that the sum p&1n=1 vanishes
if p=0, 1 (see Section 0). Using (2.2), we obtain, for n>0,
(Ad*( g) !4 , an) =(!4 , Ad( g)&1an) =&nf n ,
(Ad*( g) !4 , a&n) =(!4 , Ad( g)&1 a&n)=nfn ,
where g=( f, *) # GR with f =n{0 fn e
in% and f&n= f n . Therefore, the
Hamiltonian functions H( g; Lp) are given by
&iH( g; Lp)=&12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) f n f p&n+ :
n1
n(n+p) fn f n+p ,
&iH( g; L&p)= & 12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) fn fp&n+ :
n1
n(n+p) f n fn+p
for p0.
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The path integral is, symbolically, given by
| D( f, f ) exp \i |
T
0
#*:f&H( g; Lp) dt+ , (2.4)
where T is real, # denotes certain paths in the phase space E given below
and #*:f is the pull-back of the 1-form :f . Here we divide the time interval
[0, T ] into N small intervals
2k=_k&1N T,
k
N
T& (k=1, 2, ..., N ),
and then we rewrite the integral on [0, T ] as
|
T
0
#*:f&H( g; Lp) dt= :
N
k=1
|
(kN ) T
((k&1)N ) T
#*:f&H( g; Lp) dt.
We arbitrarily fix f [k]=n f [k]n e
in% # E at t=(kN ) T for k=0, 1, ..., N
and take the following paths in E on the intervals 2k ;
For t # 2k , set
f (t)= f [k&1]+
t&(k&1) TN
TN
( f [k]& f [k&1]),
f (t)= f [k&1],
as in [68]. Next we quantize the Hamiltonian function H( g; Lp) by
replacing the variable f as
f  f [k], f  f [k&1]
on each small interval 2k (k=1, 2, ..., N ) as in [7, 8]. Namely, on the
intervals 2k , we define Hamiltonian functions Hk(Lp) by
&iHk(Lp)= & 12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) f [k&1]n f
[k&1]
p&n + :
n1
n(n+p) f [k]n f
[k&1]
n+p ,
(2.5)
&iHk(L&p)= & 12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) f [k&1]n f
[k&1]
p&n + :
n1
n(n&p) f [k]n f
[k&1]
n+p
for p0.
For f " := f [N], f $ := f [0] # E, we formally put KLp( f ", f $; T ) as
KLp( f ", f $; T )=
1
K( f $, f $) | D( f, f ) exp \i |
T
0
#*:f&H( g; Lp) dt+ .
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Remark. So far, our phase space has been E consisting of smooth func-
tions f on S 1 such that 2?0 f (%) d%=0, which have a holomorphic exten-
sion to the unit disk [z # C; |z|<1]. However, in order to treat integrals,
we replace the phase space E by its dual space E*, since H(#E ) has a zero
total measure and E* has the Gaussian measure + which is quasi-invariant
under the action of G. Namely, we regard f [k] (k=0, 1, ..., N ) taken
above as elements of E*, and the paths taken above as the ones in E*.
Then we regard Klp( f ", f $; T ) as a kernel function of an integral operator
with respect to the Gaussian measure + which acts on U, the algebra
generated by exponential functions introduced in Section 1. Note that an
element u( f ) of U is the finite linear combination of elements of the form
exp(c, f ) with c # Ealg . In particular u( f ) depends only on finitely many
fn's. Therefore, what we shall calculate indeed is
1
K (&)( f $, f $) | D( f, f ) exp \i |
T
0
#*:?&( f )&H
(&)(Lp) dt+
for some positive integer &, where ?& denotes the projection of E* onto E& ,
K (&) is a function on E*_E* defined by
K (&)( f $, f )=K(?&( f $), ?&( f ))
for f $, f # E*, and H (&)(Lp) are the functions on E* defined by
&iH (&)(Lp)=&12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) f f p&n+ :
&
n=1
n(n+ p) fn f n+p ,
(2.6)
&iH (&)(L&p)=&12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) fn fp&n+ :
&
n=1
n(n+ p) f n fn+p
for p0. On the interval 2k , we replace the quantized Hamiltonian
functions Hk(Lp) by H (&)k (Lp) which are defined by replacing the second
summands in (2.5) by the finite sums corresponding to (2.6) for some &,
since we are considering an action on U.
Henceforth, keeping the remark above in mind, we shall denote the func-
tions K (&)( } , } ) and H (&)(Lp), simply by K( } , } ) and Hk(Lp), respectively.
We see then that
exp i |
(kN ) T
((k&1)N ) T
#*:?&( f )=
K( f [k], f [k&1])
K( f [k&1], f [k&1])
. (2.7)
Note that the denominator in the right-hand side of (2.7) combines with
 | to give the Gaussian measure.
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Now we calculate the path integral (2.4) as
| D( f, f ) exp \i |
T
0
#*:f&H( g; Lp) dt+
= lim
N   | D(f, f ) exp \i :
N
k=1
|
(kN ) T
(k&1N ) T
#*:?&( f )&Hk(Lp) dt+
= lim
N   | D( f, f ) exp \ :
N
k=1
log
K( f[k], f[k&1])
K( f[k&1], f[k&1])
&iHk (Lp)
T
N+
= lim
N   | } } } | d+( f [N&1]) } } } d+( f [2]) d+( f [1]) K( f [N ], f [N&1])
_ } } } _K( f [2], f [1]) K( f [1], f [0]) exp \ :
N
k=1
&iHk(Lp)
T
N+ .
Set
I Lp0 =| d+( f ) K( f [1], f ) exp(&i{H1(Lp)) u( f ),
(2.8)
I Lpk =| d+( f [k]) K( f [k+1], f [k]) exp(&i{Hk+1(Lp)) I Lpk&1
for k=1, 2, ..., N&1, where u # U and {=TN.
For f =n1 fn ein% # E* and integers m0 and n1, we put
a (m)p, n( f )= :
m
l=0 \
m
l + rl(n+ p)(n+2p) } } } (n+lp) fn+lp . (2.9)
Then simple calculation shows that
:
k
m=0 \
k
m+ {m(n+ p)(n+2p) } } } (n+mp) a (1)p, n+mp( f )=a (k+1)p, n ( f ) (2.10)
holds for k0.
2.1. Calculation of Path Integral I
In this subsection, we first calculate the action of the integral operator with
kernel function KLp( f $, f; T ) on U for p0. Throughout the subsection,
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we fix a nonnegative integer p and assume that u( f ) is of the form
u( f )=exp(c, f ) , where c # Ealg .
Proposition 2.1. Let u be an element of U of the form u( f )=exp(c, f )
with c=n1 cn ein% # Ealg , and I Lpk as (2.8). Then we have
I Lpk =exp \ :n1 nf
[k+1]
n a
(k+1)
p, n (c)&
1
2 { :
p&1
n=1
:
k
m=0
n( p&n) a (m)p, n(c) a
(m)
p, p&n(c)+
(2.11)
for k=0, 1, ..., N&1.
For the proof of the proposition we prepare the following.
Lemma 2.2. For n=1, 2, ..., let :n and ;n be any complex numbers. Let
#k (k=1, 2, ..., p) be complex numbers such that #k=#p&k for 1k p.
Then
| `
p&1
n=1
i
2?
n dfn df n e&n | fn |
2
exp \ :
p&1
n=1
n(:n fn+;n f n)+
_exp \ :
p&1
n=1
#nn( p&n) f n f p&n+
=exp \ :
p&1
n=1
n:n ;n+#nn( p&n) :n :p&n+ . (2.12)
Proof. First, let p be odd. We rewrite the exponent of the second factor
in the left-hand side of (2.12) as
:
p&1
n=1
#n n( p&n) f n f p&n=2 :
( p&1)2
n=1
#nn( p&n) f n f p&n .
Then, if we integrate the integrand, first in f1 , f2 , ..., f( p&1)2 and next in
f( p+1)2 , ..., fp&1 , we obtain the result.
The case where p is even can be proved similarly. K
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We prove (2.11) by induction on k. Note that,
for each k, the number of variables which are to be integrated in I Lpk is
finite, as we remarked above.
It is easy to verify that (2.11) is true for k=0, using Lemma 2.2. Assume
that (2.11) is true for k&1. Then by definition,
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I Lpk =| d+( f [k]) K( f [k+1], f [k]) exp(&i{Hk+1(Lp)) I Lpk&1
=| `
n1
i
2?
n df [k]n df
[k]
n e
&n | f n
[k]|2
_exp \ :n1 nf
[k]
n f
[k+1]
n + :
n1
nf [k]n a
(k)
p, n(c)+
_exp \&12 { :1np&1 n( p&n) f
[k]
n f
[k]
p&n
+ :
n1
n( p+n) f [k]p+n f
[k+1]
n +
_exp \&12 { :
p&1
n=1
:
k&1
l=0
n( p&n) a (l )p, n(c) a
(l )
p, p&n(c)+ .
We divide the integral into three parts, i.e., using Lemma 2.2, we integrate
the integrand of I Lpk , first in f
[k]
1 , f
[k]
2 , ..., f
[k]
p&1 , then in f
[k]
p , and finally in
f [k]p+1 , f
[k]
p+2 , f
[k]
p+3, ... . Then we see that
I Lpk =exp \&12 { :
p&1
n=1
:
k
l=0
n( p&n) a (l )p, n(c) a
(l )
p, p&n(c)
+ :
p&1
n=1
nf [k+1]n a
(k)
p, n(c)+ pf
[k+1]
p a
(k)
p, p(c)
+ :
n p+1
nf [k+1]n a
(k)
p, n(c)
+{ :
n1
n(n+ p) f [k+1]n a
(k)
p, n+ p(c)+
=exp \ :n1 nf
[k+1]
n (a
(k)
p, n(c)+{(n+ p) a
(k)
p, n+ p(c))+
&12 { :
p&1
n=1
:
k
l=0
n( p&n) a (l )p, n(c) a
(l )
p, p&n(c)+ .
Now the result follows from (2.10). K
Hence, by Proposition 2.2, we have
| d+( f ) KLp( f $, f ; T ) u( f )
= lim
N  
exp \ :n1 nf $n a
(N )
p, n (c)&
1
2
T
N
:
p&1
n=1
:
N&1
k=0
n( p&n) a (k)p, n(c) a
(k)
p, n(c)+ .
(2.13)
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Noting that cn=0 if n is sufficiently large, we have
a(N )p, n (c)= :
N
k=0 \
N
k +
T k
N k
(n+p)(n+2p) } } } (n+kp) cn+kp
ww
N  
:
k0
T k
k !
(n+p)(n+2p) } } } (n+kp) cn+kp . (2.14)
For the limit of the second summand in the exponent of the right-hand
side of (2.13), we have the following.
Proposition 2.3. Let p and n be positive integers such that p2 and
1np&1. Let a (k)p, n(c) be as in (2.9). Then we have
lim
N  
1
N
:
N&1
k=0
n( p&n) a (k)p, n(c) a
(k)
p, n(c)
= :
k, l0
1
k+l+1 \
T k
k !
n(n+ p) } } } (n+kp) cn+kp+
_\T
l
l !
( p&n)(( p&n)+ p) } } } (( p&n)+lp) c( p&n)+lp+ .
Proof. Let 'k, l (N ) be the coefficient of cn+kp c( p&n)+lp in the
sum N&1k=0 n( p&n) a
(k)
p, n(c) a
(k)
p, n(c). Then, for k, l such that 0lk
N&1, we have
'k, l (N )= :
N&1
:=k \
:
k+ {kn(n+ p) } } } (n+kp)
_\:l + {l( p&n)(( p&n)+ p) } } } (( p&n)+lp)
={k+ln(n+p) } } } (n+kp)( p&n)(( p&n)+p) } } } (( p&n)+lp)
_ :
N&1&k
:=0 \
:+k
k +\
:+k
l + .
Since
:
N&1&k
:=0 \
:+k
k +\
:+k
l += :
N&1&k
:=0
1
k! l !
(:+k)(:+k&1) } } } (:+1)
_(:+k)(:+k&1)12(:+&l+1)
=
1
k ! l ! \
(N&1&k)k+l+1
k+l+1
+(lower terms in N )+,
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we obtain
T
N
'k, l (N )=n(n+p) } } } (n+kp)( p&n)(( p&n)+p) } } } (( p&n)+lp)
_
T k+l+1
k ! l! \
(N&1&k)k+l+1
N k+l+1(k+l+1)
+O(1N )+
ww
N  
T
k+l+1
T k
k !
n(n+p) } } } (n+kp)
_
T l
l !
( p&n)(( p&n)+p) } } } (( p&n)+lp).
The case where k<l can be shown in a similar way. This completes the
proof. K
Therefore, by (2.14) and Proposition 2.3, we see that for p0 and
u( f )=exp(c, f ) # U with c=n1 cnein% # Ealg , the integral operator with
kernel function KLp( f $, f ; T ) acts by
| d+( f ) KLp( f $, f ; T ) u( f )
=exp (&12 'p(c, T )) exp \ :n1 nf $n ap, n(c, T )+ , (2.15)
where
ap, n(c, T )= :
k0
T k
k !
(n+p)(n+2p) } } } (n+kp) cn+kp , (2.16)
'p(c, T )= :
p&1
n=1
:
k, l0
T
k+l+1
T k
k !
n(n+p) } } } (n+kp) cn+kp
_
T l
l !
( p&n)(( p&n)+p) } } } (( p&n)+lp) c( p&n)+lp . (2.17)
We denote the integral operator with kernel function KLp( } , } ; t) be e
tLp.
Then it is obvious that etLp maps U into U for all t # R.
2.2. Calculation of Path Integral II
In this subsection, we calculate the action of the integral operator with
kernel function KL&p( f $, f ; T ) on U for p>0. Throughout the subsection,
we fix a positive integer p and assume that u( f ) is of the form
u( f )=exp(c, f ) with c # Ealg , as above.
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The following lemma can be proved exactly in the same way as
Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.2$. For n=1, 2, ..., let :n and ;n be any complex numbers. Let
#k (k=1, 2, ..., p) be complex numbers such that #k=#p&k for 1kp.
Then, for any nonnegative integer j, we have
| `
p&1
n=1
i
2?
(n+ jp) dfn+ jp df n+ jp e&(n+ jp) | fn+jp|
2
_exp \ :
p&1
n=1
(n+ jp)(:n+ jp fn+ jp+;n+ jp f n+ jp)+
_exp \ :
p&1
n=1
#n(n+ jp)( p&n+ jp) fn+ jp fp&n+ jp+
=exp \ :
p&1
n=1
(n+ jp) :n+ jp ;n+ jp+#n(n+ jp)( p&n+ jp) ;n+ jp ;p&n+ jp+ .
Proposition 2.4. Let u be an element of U of the form u( f )=
exp(c, f ) with c=n1 cn ein% # Ealg , and I L&pk as (2.8). Then we have
I L&pk =exp \ :n1 ncn a
(k+1)
p, n ( f
[k+1])+
_exp \&12 { :
p&1
n=1
:
k
m=0
n( p&n) a (m)p, n( f
[k+1]) a (m)p, p&n( f
[k+1])+ (2.18)
for k=0, 1, ..., N&1.
Proof. We prove (2.18) in the same way as Proposition 2.1, i.e., by
induction on k. In this case also, for each k, the number of variables which
are to be integrated in the integral I L&pk is finite by the same reason as in
the proof of Proposition 2.1.
It is easily verified that (2.18) is true for k=0, using Lemma 2.2$. Assume
that (2.18) is true for k&1. Then by definition,
I L&pk =| d+( f[k]) K( f[k+1], f[k]) exp(&i{Hk+1(L&p)) I L&pk&1
=| `
n1
i
2?
ndf [k]n df
[k]
n e
&n | f n
[k]|2
_exp \ :n1 nf
[k]
n f
[k+1]
n + :
n1
ncn a (k)p, n( f[k])+
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_exp \&12 :1np&1 n( p&n) f
[k+1]
n f
[k+1]
p&n
+{ :
n1
n( p+n) f [k]n f
[k+1]
n+ p +
_exp \&12 { :
p&1
n=1
:
k&1
m=0
n( p&n) a (m)p, n( f[k]) a
(m)
p, p&n( f[k])+ . (2.19)
For economy set f = f[k] and a (1)n =a
(1)
p, n( f[k+1]) for the moment.
Simple but lengthy calculation shows that if we integrate the right-hand
side of (2.19) in f 1 , f 2 , ..., f jp , we see that I L&pk equals
| `
n jp+1
i
2?
n df n df n e&n | f
 n |2
_exp \ :
j&1
m=0
{m \km+ :
( j&m) p
n=1
n(n+p) } } } (n+mp) cn a (1)n+mp
&
1
2
{ :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) :
j&1
m=0
a (m)n a
(m)
p&n
&
1
2
:
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) :
k&1
m= j&1
:
j&1
l1 , l2=0
\ml1+ {l1(n+p) } } } (n+l1 p) a (1)n+l1 p
_\ml2+ {l2( p&n+p) } } } ( p&n+l2 p) a (1)p&n+l2 p
&{ :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) :
k&1
m= j
:
m
l1= j
\ml1+ {l1(n+p) } } } (n+l1 p) f n+l1 p
_ :
j&1
l2=0
\ml2+ {l2( p&n+p) } } } ( p&n+l2 p) a (1)p&n+l2 p
&
1
2
{ :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) :
k&1
m= j
:
m
l1 , l2= j
\ml1+ {l1(n+p) } } } (n+l1 p) f n+l1 p
_\ml2+ {l2( p&n+p) } } } ( p&n+l2 p) f p&n+l2 p
+ :
n jp+1
nf n a (1)n + :
j&1
m=0
:
n( j&m) p+1
{m \ km+
_n(n+p) } } } (n+mp) cn f n+mp
+ :
n1
:
k
m= j
{m \ km+ n(n+p) } } } (n+mp) cn f n+mp+ , (2.20)
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for j=1, 2, ..., k, using Lemma 2.2$, (2.10) and by induction on j. Note that
the sums k&1m= j are regarded to vanish if j=k. Furthermore, if j=k, by
(2.10), we see that
:
k&1
m=0
a (m)n a
(m)
p&n+ :
k&1
l1 , l2=0
\k&1l1 + {l1(n+p) } } } (n+l1 p) a (1)n+l1 p
_\k&1l2 + {l2( p&n+p) } } } ( p&n+l2 p) a (1)p&n+l2 p
= :
k
m=0
a (m)n a
(m)
p&n .
Calculating the integral (2.20) in f kp+1 , f kp+2, ..., we see that the integral
equals
exp \&12 { :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) :
k
m=0
a (m)n a
(m)
p&n
+ :
k&1
m=0
{m \ km+ :
(k&m) p
n=1
n(n+p) } } } (n+mp) cn a (1)n+mp
+ :
k
m=0
{m \ km+ :n(k&m) p+1 n(n+p) } } } (n+mp) cn a
(1)
n+(k&m) p+
=exp \&12 { :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) :
k
m=0
a (m)n a
(m)
p&n
+ :
n1
:
k
m=0
{m \ km+ n(n+p) } } } (n+mp) cn a (1)n+mp+
=exp \&12 { :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) :
k
m=0
a (m)n a
(m)
p&n+ :
n1
ncn a (1)n + ,
which shows that (2.18) is true for k. This completes the proof. K
Hence, by Proposition 2.4, we have
| d+( f ) KL&p( f $, f; T ) u( f )
= lim
N  
exp \ :n1 ncn a
(N )
p, n ( f $)&
1
2
T
N
:
p&1
n=1
:
N&1
k=0
n( p&n) a (k)p, n( f $) a
(k)
p, n( f $)+ .
Recall that for T real and c=n1 cn ein% # Ealg , ap, n(c, T ) is given by
ap, n(c, T )= :
k0
T k
k!
(n+p)(n+2p) } } } (n+kp) cn+kp .
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It is easy to see that ap, n( f, T ) is well defined for f # E* i.e., the sum
:
k0
T k
k !
(n+p)(n+2p) } } } (n+kp) fn+kp (2.21)
converges absolutely if |T |<1p, since f =n1 fnein% # E* if and only if
n1 n(1+n)&2q | fn | 2< for some nonnegative integer q. Therefore if
|T |<1p, we can prove
a (N )p, n ( f $) wwN   ap, n( f $, T )
for f $ # E*, as (2.14). Furthermore, it follows immediately from the fact
that the sum (2.21) converges absolutely, that Proposition 2.3 is true for
f # E*, instead of c # Ealg , if |T |<1p.
Thus we obtain that
| d+( f ) KL&p( f $, f; T ) u( f )
=exp (&12 'p( f $, T )) exp \ :n1 ncn ap, n( f $, T )+ (2.22)
for u( f )=exp(c, f ) # U with c=n1 cn ein% # Ealg . We denote the
integral operator with kernel function KL&p( } , } t) by e
tL&p. Then it follows
that etLp maps U into H for |t |<1p since etL&pu is a bounded function for
any u # U and +(E*)=1.
3. Semigroup Property
In the previous section we calculated the path integrals and obtained the
integral operators etLp ( p # Z) acting on the algebra U of exponential func-
tions. We shall show that etLp satisfy the semigroup property. It is obvious
that etLp equals the identity operator on U if t=0. Throughout the section,
we fix a positive integer p.
Let us introduce some notations. For c # Ealg and t # R, we define an
element Dp(c, t) of Ealg by
Dp(c, t )= :
n1
ap, n(c, t ) ein%, (3.1)
where ap, n(c, t) is given by (2.16). For f # E and t # R, we set
a*p, n( f, t )= :
kp+1n
k0
t k
k !
(n&kp)(n&(k&1) p) } } } (n&p) fn&kp
(n=1, 2, ...).
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Then it is easy to see that if |t |<1p,
:
n1
nf $n a*p, n( f, t)= :
n1
nap, a( f $, t ) fn (3.2)
for f =n1 fn ein% # Ealg and f $=n1 f $n ein% # E*.
Now we prove our main result.
Theorem 3.1. The integral operators etLp ( p=0, 1, 2, ...) defined on U
with kernel function KLp( } , } ; t ) satisfies the semigroup property
et1 Lpet2 Lpu=e(t1+t2) Lpu
for u # U and t1 , t2 # R.
Proof. We can assume that u # U takes the form u( f )=exp(c, f ) such
that c=n1 cn ein% # Ealg , as usual. Then, by (2.15), we have
(etLpu)( f )=exp (&12 'p(c, t )+(Dp(c, t ), f ) ),
where 'p is given by (2.17)
Therefore we see that
(e(t1+t2) Lpu)( f )=exp (&12 'p(c, t2))
_exp (&12 'p(Dp(c, t2), t1)+(Dp(Dp(c, t2), t1), f ) ).
Now the theorem follows from the following propositions.
Proposition 3.2. Let the notations be as above. Then, for s, t # R, we
have
Dp(Dp(c, t ), s)=Dp(c, s+t ).
Proof. By (3.1), we see that
Dp(Dp(c, t ), s)= :
n1
ap, n(Dp(c, t ), s) ein%
= :
n1
ein% :
k0
sk
k !
(n+p)(n+2p) } } } (n+kp) Dp(c, t )n+kp
= :
n1
ein% :
k, l0
skt l
k !l !
(n+p) } } } (n+kp)
_(n+kp+p) } } } (n+kp+lp) cn+(k+l ) p
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= :
n1
ein% :
k0
1
k !
(n+p) } } } (n+kp) cn+kp :
k
j=0 \
k
j+ s jtk& j
= :
n1
ap, n(c, s+t ) ein%
=Dp(c, s+t ),
where we put Dp(c, t )=n Dp(c, t )n ein%. This completes the proof of the
proposition. K
Proposition 3.3. Let the notations be as above. Then 'p satisfies the
following identity:
'p(c, t1+t2)='p(c, t2)+'p(Dp(c, t2), t1) (3.3)
for t1 , t2 # R.
Proof. Note that 'p can be written, using the inner product ( } | } ) on E
introduced in Section 1,
'p(c, t)= :
p&1
n=1
|
t
0
ds(Dp(c, s) | ein%)(Dp(c, s) | ei( p&n) %).
Therefore, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that the right-hand side of (3.3)
equals
:
p&1
n=1
|
t2
0
ds(Dp(c, s) | ein%)(Dp(c, s) | ei( p&n) %)
+ :
p&1
n=1
|
t1
0
ds(Dp(Dp(c, t2), s) | ein%)(Dp(Dp(c, t2), s) | ei( p&n) %)
= :
p&1
n=1
|
t2
0
ds(Dp(c, s) | ein%)(Dp(c, s) | ei( p&n) %)
+ :
p&1
n=1
|
t1
0
ds(Dp(c, t2+s) | ein%)(Dp(c, t2+s) | ei( p&n) %))
= :
p&1
n=1
|
t1+t2
0
ds(Dp(c, s) | ein%)(Dp(c, s) | ei( p&n) %).
This completes the proof of the proposition, and thus the proof of the
theorem. K
Corresponding to the fact that Lp*=L&p as operators on V, we have the
following.
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Theorem 3.4. Let p be a positive integer and t # R such that |t | # R such
that |t |<1p. Then, for u, v # U, we have
(etL&pu | v) =(u | etLpv) . (3.4)
Proof. It is sufficient, by linearity, to prove (3.4) for u( f )=exp(c, f )
and v( f )=exp(d, f ) , where c= cn ein%, d= dn ein% # Ealg . Then, by
(2.10) and (3.2), we have
(etL&pu | v) =|
E*
d+( f ) exp \ :n1 n d n f n+ :n1 nfn a*p, n(c, t)&
1
2 'p( f, t )+ .
(3.5)
Note that, by the same reason as in the proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.4,
the integral (3.5) reduces to the one on some finite-dimensional space.
If we calculate the integral in f1 , f2 , ..., fjp ( j=1, 2, 3, ...) in the right-
hand side of (3.5), using Lemma 2.2$, we have
(etL&pu | v) =exp \ :
jp
n=1
n d n a*p, n(c, t)&
t
2
:
p&1
n=1
:
j&1
k, l=0
1
k+l+1
t k
k !
_n(n+p) } } } (n+kp) d n+kp
_
t l
l !
( p&n)( p&n+p) } } } ( p&n+lp) d p&n+lp+
_| `
n jp+1
i
2?
n dfn df n e&n | fn | 2 exp
_\ :n jp+1 n(d n f n+a*p, n(c, t ) fn)+
_exp \&t :
p&1
n=1
:
0l j&1
k j
1
k+l+1
t l
l !
n(n+p) } } } (n+lp) d n+lp
_
tk
k !
( p&n)( p&n+p) } } } ( p&n+kp) fp&n+kp+
_exp \&t2 :
p&1
n=1
:
k, l j
1
k+l+1
t k
k !
n(n+p) } } } (n+kp) fn+kp
_
t l
l !
( p&n)( p&n+p) } } } ( p&n+lp) fp&n+lp+ , (3.6)
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which can be shown induction on j. Note that the integral in (3.6) equals
1 for j sufficiently large since dn=0 for n sufficiently large. Thus, continuing
the integration, we finally obtain
(etL&pu | v)=exp \ :n1 n d n a*p, n(c, t)&
1
2 'p(d
-, t )+
=exp \ :n1 ncn ap, n(d
-, t )& 12 'p(d
-, t )+ .
On the other hand, by (2.15), we have
(u | etLpv)=|
E*
d+( f ) exp \ :n1 ncn fn+
_exp \ :n1 nf n ap, n(d
-, t )& 12 'p(d
-, t )+
=exp \&12 'p(d -, t )+ :n1 ncn ap, n(d
-, t )+ .
This completes the proof. K
Recall that a linear operator A: U  H is in one-to-one correspondence
with a sesquilinear form A : U_U  C such that A ( } , v) is continuous on
U with v # U fixed. The correspondence is given by
A (u, v)=(u | Av). (3.7)
We call A (u, v) a matrix element of the operator A, which we denote by
(u| A |v). Thus, giving a linear operator is equivalent to giving matrix
elements.
It is easy to see that the integral operator E& d+&( f ) |e
( f, } ))(e( f, } ) | is
the identity operator on U, where d+& denotes the projection of the
Gaussian measure d+ onto E& with & depending on an element of U on
which the operator acts. Namely, the following identities hold for any
u # U:
|
E&
d+&( f )(u | e( f, } ))(e( f, } ) |=u, |
E&
d+&( f ) |e( f, } ))(e( f, } ) | u) =u.
(3.8)
Now, for linear operators A, B: U  H, we define a composition AB by
determinating matrix elements (u| AB |v) as
(u| AB |v) =|
E&
d+&( f )(u | A |e( f, } ))(e( f, } ) | B | v)
for u, v # U and & sufficiently large, if the integrals exist (cf. [18]).
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Note that if u # D(A*) (=the domain of the adjoint of A) and Bv # U
then it follows immediately from (3.8) that (u| AB |v)=(u | ABv).
Corollary 3.5. The operators etL&p: U  H satisfies the semigroup
property
et1 L&pet2 L&p=e(t1+t2) L&p
for t1 , t2 # R such that |t1|, |t2|<1p and |t1+t2|<1p, where the composi-
tion is in the sense above.
Proof. For any u, v # U, we have
(u| et1 L&pet2 L&p |v) =|
E&
d+&( f )(u | et1 L&p | e( f, } ))(e( f, } ) | et2L&p |v)
=|
E&
d+&( f )(u | et1 L&pe( f, } ))(e( f, } ) | et2L&pv)
=|
E&
d+&( f )(et1Lp u | e( f, } ))(e( f, } ) | et2L&pv)
=(et1Lpu | et2L&pv)
by Theorem 3.4 and (3.8). Since et1Lpu # U, applying Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 3.4 again, we obtain
(et1Lpu | et2L&pv)=(et2Lpet1Lpu | v)
=(e(t1+t2)Lpu | v)
=(u | e(t1+t2)L&pv)
=(u | e(t1+t2)L&p | v).
This completes the proof. K
Finally, we shall verify that the infinitesimal action etLp and etL&p on U
coincides with (1.6). In fact, differentiating the both sides of (2.15) in t at
t=0, we have
d
dt} t=0 (etLpu)( f $)=
d
dt} t=0 | d+( f ) KLp( f $, f; t ) u( f )
=
d
dt} t=0 \&
1
2
'p(c, t )+ :
n1
na*p, n( f $, t) cn+ u( f $)
=\&12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) cn cp&n+ :
n1
n(n+p) f $n cn+p+ u( f $),
=(Lp u)( f $).
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Similarly, from (2.22), we have
d
dt} t=0 (etL&pu)( f $)=
d
dt} t=0 | d+( f ) KL&p( f $, f; t ) u( f )
=\&12 :
p&1
n=1
n( p&n) f $n f $p&n
+ :
n1
n(n+p) cn f $n+ p+ u( f $).
=(L&p u)( f $).
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